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Kingdom Treasure
"The Kingdom of Heaven
is like a Treasure.."
Matthew 13:44
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"Out of Tsiyon, the perfection of beauty,
God shines forth" Psalm 50:2
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We pray you've had a great 7th month!
Here we are, at the end of the 7th Hebrew month! It's been a full and blessed Messiah’s Sukkot Birthday #302
month for us, despite the problems we have been dealing with due to the
wildfire. We have been blessed in many ways by so many of you throughout
Chariot on the Move! #301
the special days of this 7th month. We pray this has been a month of
The Chariot of YHWH #300
refreshment for you and your family, putting you in good stead for the road
Jerusalem a Burdensome Stone
ahead.
#299
Remember Lot’s Wife! #298

New Stations - We've added some new stations recently, and will be adding
Tsiyon Through The Fire! #297
more soon. Keep an eye on the station list on the sidebar of the Tsiyon
Washington Shaken Not Stirred
website for listings. Notice that there is a slider that allows you to look at #296
more listings as they become available.
Cracks in America #295

Listener Q + A
Listener Comment (Australia)
Must we keep Jewish Traditions?
Can you help me, I am desperate for the truth? I have read your books and
download the radio programs each week. We have been on a journey for a
few years now and absolutely know the truth of the Sabbath and feasts and
the Name, we no longer celebrate Christmas etc. We came out of the
Christian church 8 years ago but now really want to be in fellowship with
like minded people. My husband was brought up an orthodox Jew but saw
much hypocrisy with it. He converted to Christianity 30 years ago. We have
started to attend a congregation that we believe has the truth but they appear
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to be more Jewish than my husband. The men all wear tallits and Kippurs
Flee from Idolatry! #283
which they kiss before putting on. They then go through the same liturgy
Going Out #282
each week, reading English and Hebrew. There are many other Jewish
Seed of a Nation #281
rituals they go through. They certainly have truth but is it necessary to do all
Messiah’s Birth Year Chronology
that each week?
#280
From Adam to Abraham to You

I am very confused, I know the church has most of it wrong but this seems a #279
little over the top. I believe we are very much coming to the return of Yashua,
War Against The Devil #278
we are in our 70's anyway and want to walk the way of the truth whatever
Kosmokratoras Rule
the cost. I will greatly value your thoughts on this.
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Tsiyon Answer - Must we keep Jewish Traditions?
The Babel Conspiracy #275
You have brought up a question about something we hear a lot. Your
Mystery Priesthood Origin #274
husband, having been brought up as an orthodox Jew, has that in common
Earthquakes a Sign #273
with a large minority of our listeners. Many such listeners, like your
A Great Sword #272
husband, have left most of the Jewish religious traditions behind to pursue a
Tsiyon Fellowship #271
living relationship with Messiah. A number of our ethnic Jewish listeners
Hell Followed With Him 270
have also been disappointed by an excess of rabbinical tradition in various
Behold a Pale Horse! #269
Messianic congregations they have associated with. Having come out of that
Spiritual Portals #268
sort of religious worship, they don't really want to go back under what they
The Post-Diluvian Rebellion
perceive as bondage to religious traditions again. We are glad that these folks #267
feel relieved and blessed when they come home to Tsiyon.
The Rebel #266
From One Blood #265

That is not to say that all Jewish customs are bad. Some like to follow
Curse of Canaan #264
various Jewish traditions because those traditions make them feel more
The Whole Creation Groans #263
connected to Israel. I don't mean to criticize those folks. Another reason is
After the Deluge #262
outreach to ethnic Jews. It is sometimes believed that the congregation
following the traditions makes it easier for ethnic Jews to come to faith in
Messiah in such an environment. This may be true for some, but not for Tsiyon Paradigm Shift #261
others, as with your husband and the sub-set of ethnic Jews who associate
with Tsiyon. Also, much can be learned from various Jewish traditions,
Atlantis and the Deluge #260
which is another reason many find them valuable.
However, your question was not: is it OK to follow some Jewish traditions?
I perceive your question to be: is it REQUIRED to follow Jewish traditions?
It is required of an Israelite, whether natural or grafted-in, to keep the
commandments, as our Messiah did, following Him. This is the hallmark of
the true Jew, as defined by YHWH. (Lev 23:31, Duet 4:13, Ecc 12:13, Matt
5:19, Romans 2:28-29, 1 Jn 2:3)
It is NOT required to keep the traditions of men, time-honored though many
of them may be. In fact, if those traditions are replacing the commandments
of YHWH, circumventing them, or replacing a living relation with YHWH
through Messiah, then they have become a stumbling block to true faith and
need to be abandoned. (Duet 4:2, Mark 7:7, Jn 14:15,21, 1 Cor 7:19, Titus
1:14)
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As Messiah told the Samaritan woman at the well:
But the hour comes, and now is, when the true worshippers will
worship the Father in spirit and truth, for the Father seeks such to
be his worshippers. God is spirit, and those who worship him
must worship in spirit and truth.”
John/Yochanan 4:23-24
Worshipping Him in Spirit and Truth is what YHWH is looking for.
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Tsiyon Links for more on this question:

~ Latest Book! ~
Get a Free sample
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Way of Yeshua the Nazarean #13

From Eliyahu
Do you love the Kingdom? Then you will love this week's follow-up Be Prepared
program on the Kingdom. Do you ever wonder why Messiah reveals
Kingdom treasure to some but not to others? The answer is here. Listen to
this, to learn how to apprehend Kingdom Treasure. It's there for the taking.
So just grab it now!
Shalom,
Eliyahu ben David
www.tsiyon.org

Pass It On
If you know someone who would like to
receive this newsletter, please forward.

Good News Nugget - GREETINGS TRIBESMEN!!! This is "Wild Man" Dave from the Tsiyon Promo and Media Dept with exciting
news for ALL of our partners and friends of Tsiyon. Eliyahu has given me this column in the weekly Tsiyon News to help equip you
to share the Tsiyon message. Here you will find a Good News Nugget posted each week for you to put to work in Messiah’s service.
The latest Good News Nugget follows:

2. Wanna have more like-minded Tsiyon listeners in your area? Take a couple Tsiyon CD's to
your local Christian radio station and share with the program director that you would like to get
these kind of programs on the air. The more people that can do this the better. Radio station
people love to hear what their listeners like. You will be amazed to see how much influence you
have with the radio station! Give them the CDs along with my contact information, then contact
me immediately with their info so I can follow up. Pretty soon you will noticing more Tsiyon
listeners from your area. It's just that simple.
Email me at help@tsiyon.org, so that we can work together in reaching the scattered remnant of Israel. Shalom, "Wild Man" Dave
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